Standard Features Pressure
Treated Wood Gazebos
n Handcrafted from CA-C Natural Select
(Arsenic-Free) pressure treated southern
yellow pine for maximum strength and long life.
n Kiln-drying both before and after pressure
treating makes painting or clear wood finish
application possible immediately.
n #2 24” cedar shakes provide lasting beauty
and protection.
n Each board is planed and shaped for smooth
surfaces and finished edges.
n Stainless steel screws in weather-exposed areas
provide maximum durability.
n Parquet-type floor on every octagon or oval
gazebo.
n (Cupola included as shown.)
Choose a Roof Color and Type

Cedar Shake Shingles

Black

Earth Tone Forest
Cedar
Green

Dual
Gray

Choose a Stain Color
Mission
Brown

Driftwood
Gray

Redwood

Dark Gray

FREE DELIVERY WITHIN 100 MILES

PAVILIONS

GAZEBOS
amishbarnco.com
607-432-0527

POOL HOUSES

PERGOLAS

Architectural Asphalt Shingles

Driftwood Weathered Dual
Wood
Brown

Ask about our other backyard accents.

Cordovan
Brown

6048 State Hwy 7
Oneonta, NY 13820
amishbarnco.com
607-432-0527

Looking for Something Larger?
Ask about our custom built
on site gazebos.

Maintenance-Free
Convenience
Vinyl Gazebos are as maintenance free as today’s
technology can make them. From roof to floor,
from inside out, composite materials and
advanced technologies provide all the advantages
of gazebo ownership with none of the
maintenance drawbacks.

Great for event venues and
municipalities!
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#6 Octagon Elegant

#9 Rectangle

#16 Oval

There is just something about the
classic shape of the octagon gazebo
that inspires the imagination and
encourages an escape to quiet
reverie.

The conventional rectangular floor plan is more
spacious than may first appear, and is a good choice
for outdoor activities like picnics and dinner with
friends. You will love the feeling of spending time in
your gazebo.

This oval gazebo combines added
spaciousness with optional screens
and door to add practicality to an
enhanced lifestyle.

Vinyl

Vinyl

Shown with White vinyl, 2” x 2” baluster,
Black architectural asphalt shingles, Gray
composite flooring.

FREE BUILDING DELIVERY
WITHIN 100 MILES!

Shown with White vinyl, 2” x 2” baluster,
Weathered Wood architectural asphalt shingles,
Brown composite flooring.

Vinyl

Shown with White vinyl, 2” x 2” baluster,
Black architectural asphalt shingles, Gray composite
flooring and optional roll-formed aluminum screens.
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